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Introduction
● The better the school, the better the student

○ Qualifying:

■ What constitutes positive infrastructure in schools

■ What constitutes the success of a student

○ To what extent does this apply?

● Case Study: New Haven Strong 21st Century Communications Magnet and Lab

○ Board of Alders’ decision not to fund the construction of a new school

■ In cooperation with SCSU, to be built on their campus

● Research Components

○ History of the Strong School

○ Defining educational infrastructure and its effect on student performance

○ Applying this research to the Strong School



Method
Strong School

Initial research: news articles on the Strong School (budget plans, pushes for funding, etc.)

Gaps in information presented online

Strong School performance data

Mostly unavailable or incomplete

Plans to visit and meet with administration

Literature Review

School infrastructure and student performance

US Department of Education archived information

Reports from the National Clearinghouse of Educational Facilities

Benefit of magnet schools and college partnerships



Definition of Infrastructure 
● Infrastructure: the basic working parts of an institution

● As this applies to an educational institution: the basic resources necessary to 
succeed in an academic environment both physically and mentally.

● Unfortunately, a large portion of schools nationwide are failing to meet this 
basic standard.



Importance of Infrastructure
Harms student health

Poor indoor air quality can lead to asthma, allergies, greater contaminants

Excessive background noise connected with hearing impediments and increased blood pressure

Greater stress in poor conditions

Decreased attention span and capacity to learn

Working beyond comfortable temperature and humidity levels correlated with greater distractions 
and less material absorption

Greater student dissatisfaction shown in poor conditions

Higher rates of absenteeism

Hinders teaching ability

Lower teacher morales, feelings of competence, job satisfaction

More difficult working conditions



Infrastructural Factors
■ Indoor Air Quality
■ Thermal comfort
■ Lighting
■ Acoustics

○ Affect both learning and teaching
● Factors not to consider

■ Building age



Benefit of Magnet Schools
Higher racial diversity and interracial relations

Higher levels of student performance

More innovative teaching methods and theme-based curricula

Increases student interest and engagement

Decreases cutting and student absenteeism

More stable environment

Teachers able to work more efficiently

Greater social and emotional development among students

Less behavioral problems

Ability to partner with colleges

Beneficial for the university, the magnet school, and local community



Complications
Lack of consistent information

Poor communication

Administrative Opacity



Conclusion
Infrastructure does impact both a student’s learning and teacher’s ability

There are a variety of factors to consider in a case study of any school

Strong School is a unique case

K-2 (no study data)

Lab school through SCSU

Certain aspects of infrastructure do not have a correlation with student 
performance



Going Forward
Considering the complications...

Possible research topics

Opaqueness of magnet schools

Emerging trend of “lab schools”


